Classroom Observation Notes

Participant: 
Observer: 
Date: 
Course rubric/number & location: 
Approximate number of students: 

Organization
Effective introduction
Objectives stated
Preview & review
Clear transitions

Presentation
Technology/visuals
Writing on board
Voice volume & clarity
Enthusiasm
Eye contact

Interaction
Question-asking strategies
Answering student Qs
Activity design
Activity facilitation

Inclusive Teaching
Avoid stereotypes
Inclusive language
Inclusive behaviors
Use diverse examples

Content
Clarity of explanation
Use of examples
Showing relevance
Connect to previous content
### Classroom Observation Notes

**Organization**
- Effective introduction
- Objectives stated
- Preview & review
- Clear transitions

**Presentation**
- Technology/visuals
- Writing on board
- Voice volume & clarity
- Enthusiasm
- Eye contact

**Interaction**
- Question-asking strategies
- Answering student Qs
- Activity design
- Activity facilitation

**Inclusive Teaching**
- Avoid stereotypes
- Inclusive language
- Inclusive behaviors
- Use diverse examples

**Content**
- Clarity of explanation
- Use of examples
- Showing relevance
- Connect to previous content